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We give a procf of the Church-Rosser property for polymorphic lambda calcub~s using the 
notion of “candidat de monovalence”. The proof 1s inspired from Girard’s proof of the normaliz- 
ability for the same calculus. 
Introduction 
In recent years, there has been a revival of interest, especially from computer 
scientists, in polymorphic lambda calculus, the functional equivalent of second 
order logic. The two main properties this caiculus relies on are the normalizability 
and the Church-Rosser property. The first property assures that every term can be 
calculated, i.e. it always has a normal form, and the second that this nomtal form 
is unique. Normalizabihty was first proved by Girard El]. Girard, in an ingenious 
way and using the notion of candidat de reductibilit6, extended to the second order 
impredicative system, the method of proving normalizability that was originally 
used by Tait [6]. Using the same method, he later proved the strong normalizability 
of the same system. Later proofs made use of the same idea. See [X4] for proofs 
combining the idea of candidat de reductibilit& (called saturated set) with the type 
erasure of the terms. 
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The Church-Rosser theorem of the polymorphic lamba calculus was tirst proved 
by Girard in [2]. Hisi proof’ is a smooth adaptation of Tait-Martin Lot3 classical 
proof for the Church-Rosser theorem of the untyped A-calculus [5]. It is of some 
interest, ho-wever, :o see that the Ctiurch-Rosser property can be proved by a 
completely different, and in some sense unexpected, way using the same method 
that Girard employed to prove the normahzation properties: 
1. Polymorphic lambda calculus (the system F) 
Definition I.1. The fypes of F are generated by the clauses: 
(i) the type variables o, p, y, . . are types; 
(ii) if o and r are types then (r=?r is a type; 
(iii) if o is a type and (Y is a type variable then Vaa is a type; 
The variable (Y is bound in Vaa. 
Beiinition 1.2. We define inductively by the following clauses, the terms of rype a, 
(T a type of E 
(i) For any type a, the variables of type o, xc, ye, z”, . . . are terms of type (T. 
(ii) If t is a term of type r and x” is a variable of type q then Ax? is a term of 
type o+r; the variable x is bound in hxr. 
(iii) If t and u are terms of respective types (~37 and o then tu is a term of 
type r (application) 
(iv) If t is a term of type cr and (Y is a type variable, then ncvt is a term of type 
Vacr. When we construct the term Aor, the LY must not occur free in r in some 
variable X’ which is free in t. 
(v) If i is a term of type Vaa and 7 is a type, then t{r) is a term of type o[r/o] 
(extraction). 
Definition 1.3. We define immediate reduction by 
(Axt)uHi t[u/x] and (Aor) =ti t[~/o] 
where the notation a[b/z] means that we substitute the free occurrences of z in a 
by yh. 
We then define the reduction relation, noted by =I, to be the smallest reflexive 
and transitive relation containing immediate reduction and compatible with the 
formation rules of the terms. As usual we call the left hand side of an immediate 
reduction a redex and the right hand side its eoh!re~?nm. If t =I t’, we call t’ a reduct 
of 1. We can prove without problems the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.4. Ifu =I u’ and L’ 4 u’ then u[o/x] 4 u’[u’/x]. 
Definition 1.5 (ciirardj. A term t is +n&? if it is not possible: by a finite number 
of applications and extractions, to obtain a redex. It is obvious that the non-simple 
terms are of the form hxt or not. It is also obvious that when t is simple then ?!I 
or t{v-} remains simple. 
Definition 1.6. (i) If t is a term we define NS( t) = {u: t 4 u and u is non-simple) = the 
non-simple reducts of t. 
(ii) A direct reduct of tu or ~(7) is any term t’u’ (resp. r’{~)) where i =I r’ and 
u =I II’ (resp. t =I t’). 
Lemma 1.7. (i) If tu 4 o (t{~} =I v) and u is a non-direct reduct, then there exists 
t’E NS(t) and u 4 u’ such that r) is Q reduct of the contraetum of t’u’ (resp. z’{T}). 
Note that t’u’ and t’(r) are redexes. 
(ii) Let t be a term. Then any non-simple redact _ *a of 01 (resp. t{~}) is a reduct of 
some t’u’ (resp. t’!~}) with Z’ E NS( t). 
Proof. (i) Obvious because we have to contract a term redex. 
(ii) Because u is either non-direct, so the result follows from (i) or direct, i.e. 
t’u’ or t’(7), in which case it is not possible for t’ to be simple because then t’u’ or 
t’{r}, i.e. u would be simple. Cl 
Definition 1.8. We say that a term t has the Church-Rosser property (abbreviated 
as t has CR) when if t + t’ and t =I t” then there is t” such that t’ 4 tm and t” =! 1”. 
Theorem 1.9. Eves term in F has the CR 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.9. 
We define first the notion of saturation (candidat de monovalence). 
Definition 2.1. A “canditat de monovalence” (cm) of type 7 is a set C of terms of 
type T verifying 
cml. if IE C then t has the CR, 
cm2. if tEC and t=iSu then uEC, 
cm3. if t has the CR and all the non-simple reducts of t belong to C then t E C. 
Remark 2.2. (i) 7’he cm3 gives that the variables of type 7 belong to every cm of 
type T. So the cm are not void. 
(ii) For each type T there is a cm of this type. Just take the terms of type T 
satisfying the CR. 
By assigning arbitrary cm to lbe type variables we interpret types by cm in the 
following way. 
Definition 2.3. Let o‘be a type of which the free type variables are among (Y,, . . . , (Y,. 
Let C,,..., C’, be cm of corresponding types r,, . . . ,T.. We d&kc the set 
oUc,ln,, . . . , ~,,/a,~ of terms of type u[T,/u,. . . , ~,,/a,,] (the value of the type 
under this interpretation) by the following inductive definition. 
(i) q[ci/n,, . . . , c,,/hD = C, 
(ii) a~?Uc,/cu,,...,c,/a,B={iI? ha5 the CR and Vu (if UE 
VIC,/% , . . . , ~,~/a,,~ then HUE rUc,/(~,, . . . , c,,/a,,j)}. 
(iii) Vff o[c,/ti,, . . 1 c,,/a,,B = ft 1 t has the CR and for every type 7, for every cm 
C of type 7 we have that ~{T}E (T[[c/(Y, c,/IY,, , ~,,/a,~}. 
Theorem 2.4. In Dqhilion 2.3 every a[[c,/cr,,. ., ~,~/a,,j is a cm of type 
- 
ULTl/flI,. . . , T,,/ff”l. 
P,*oof. The theorem is proved by verifying by induction on a, the conditions cml, 
cm2, cm3. 
cm1 is verified immediately by definition. We write for simplicity a[[E/G]I instead 
of u[c,/n,, . . . , C./U.] and o[?/G] instead of (T[T,/(Y,, . . . , ~,~,/a~]. 
?? v is a type variable: obvious : 
0 oisp=+p 
cm2. Let C 4 u, then u has the CR as does t. Let E) E p[E/~l]. Then tu E y[[E/oln 
and by III uv also belongs. 
cm3. Let t of type p=?p be as in cm3 of Definition 2.1. In order to prove that 
t E p=+~[E/:‘Lr;j it suffices to prove that for each u E p[E/Gl, tu E rl[E/c?l (t having 
already the CR). For this we must prove that: 
(1) tu has the CR, and 
Proof of (1). Let tu =I u and tu =I w. If both u and w are direct reducts of tu we 
can finish by applying the CR to E and u. (Note that t has kite CR and by IH u 
also has the CR.) If not, one can say that o is a non-direct reduct of tn. 
By Lemma 1.7, tu =I t’u’=i u where t’ is a non-simple reduct of f hence by 
hypothesis belongs to p+~I[E/B~ and so by IH, t’u’ has the CR. We can work in 
the obvious way (Fig. 1) by choosing t”‘, u”‘, by using the CR for t and U, by 
remarking that w = t”x” if w is a direct reduct of tu otherwise t” is a non-simple 
* , 
tu ’ tu-U , ,, ,,> u+ s’.-_+ 
tu ~w_--sn--- 
Fig. 1. 
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rcduct of t and finally choosing s through t”‘u”’ which has the CR by 1H on t’ 4 t”‘. 
(Having first chosen s’ and s’? through t’u’ and t”u”; note that if w = t”u” then s = s’.) 
Proof of (2). Let u E NS(?u). By Lemma 1.7(ii), t’u’i u with t’~ NS(r). But then 
I’E pJy[[F/Zl, so ~‘u’E ,z[?/laj and by IH on cm2, we have that u E p[Z//dJ. 
o CT is Woo. 
cm2. r 4 a and t E Va: u[F/&n; then for each type r, for each cm C we have that 
t{~} =I U{T} and ~{T)E @[[c/a, C/CT] so by IH U{T}E o[c/o, c/G& 
cm3. First we prove that t(r) has the CR. Let f{~} =I u and r{7} =i w. If both are 
direct reducts use IH on r. If not we work on the diagram in the same way as Fig. I 
where r’E NS(r), etc. (Fig. 2). 
tm 
t’w , V-__ 
’ t”cr, ’ 
t”lCz> __-_--_--____* 
w____=-.-- _- 
Fig. 2. 
Second we prove that the non-simple reducts of r{T} are in u[c/a, e/&j for each 
cm C. By lemma 1.7, are reducts of r’(7) with t’E NS(r) so by IH a!rcady in 
o[c/cr, r/G]. 
In o:dder to finish the proof we need to show that the saturated set by which the 
types w-ere interpreted have some extra properties. We prove the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.9. (i) Iffor each term u belonging to +/tin we have rh4r r[u/x]E dz/Ej 
then hxt E druc/Gn. 
(ii) Ifforeach type ~andfor each cm Cof type ~wehave that r[~/n]~ crIc/a. E//61 
then Aat E tla c-U~/c~j. 
Proof. (i) As x has the CR and no non-simple reducts, it follows that t = t[x/x] E 
T~z//(Y& Therefore, t has the CR and thus hxt also has the CR. Now take any 
u E a[E/Gn. First observe that all the non-simple reducts of (Axr)u are reducts of 
some r’[u’/x]. But Lemma 1.4gives that @u/x] =I r’[u’/x] so by hypothesis t’[u:lx] E 
r[Z//a] and all the non-simple reducts belong to r[F/G]. 
Secondiy observe that (hxt)u has the CR because any reduct u of (hxr)u either 
is a reduct of t[u/xj (if ZJ is a non-direct reduct) or there is reducr r’iu’ixj of u, 
which of course is a reduct of t[u/x]. In either case we can arrange a common 
reduct of u and u’ (both reducts of (hxt)u) through r[u/z] which has the CR. 1-y 
hypothesis. 
Proof of (ii) follows by the same argument. ??
Theorem 2.6. Let t be a term, and let T be its type having the free variables between 
a,, . f . , a.. Let the free variables of r be among x,, . . . , x, of corresponding types 
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(r,, . , , ok. Let c,, . , c, cm of types p,, . , p., and let y, = -dd?2,. , pn/4 
(i= I,. . . , k). Then for each term u,, . . . , uk such that u; E o;[Ic,/n,, . . . , c,/u.% we 
haue that 
(t[t?,I(Y:, . I p.la.1) lU,lY:, . . . ,urlrJ~ fECII%, . . . , C”/%J. 
Proof. The proof is by easy induction on f, using the substitution lemma of Girard, 
which states th2t T[[F/&, m/p] = (r[*/p])UE/~II. 0 
fn fact all the properties proved so far were so designed to make the proof of 
the theorem work (see [2]). 
Corollary 2.7 (Church-Rosser theorem for Fj. Every term in F has the CR 
Proof. Let t be as in Theorem 2.6. We take cm c,, . . . , c, of types at,. . . , a. (they 
exist for every type). Every variable belongs to the cm of its type so xi E 01[?//61. 
Therefore Ct[G/&])[%/aT] = t E ~uE/dl and t has the CR 2s belonging to 2 cm. 0 
Remark 2.8. The above proof shows that the Church-Rosser property, which is 2 
property belonging to 211 terms, even to those not capable of being typed, can be 
proved by an argument proper to the typable terms. The proof uses all the heavy 
apparatus of Girard’s proof of nonnalizabilit;r. In [S] and [4], the case of normaliz- 
ability becomes less heavy by combining rhe idea of the saturated set with that of 
the type erasure. The type erasure of t (2 term in F) is a term ?- of the untyped 
A-calculus defined as follows: 
(x”)_=x, 
(hxt)_ = kc-, 
(tu)_ = t-u-, 
(At)- = t-, 
(t(7))_= t-. 
‘Then it is proved that for each t, t- has the desired property (normalization, strong 
normalization) 2nd by simple combinatorial properties we derive the desired 
property for t. It is not immediate, however, that the Church-Rosser property for 
r- can give back the CR for t. The type variables intervene in an essential way. An 
inleresting question is how to adapt the above proof to a proof with type erasure, 
without of course reconstituting the original combinatorial proof of the Church- 
Rosser theorem. 
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